
STEP 1
Prepare the decal for application by firmly rubbing a 
squeegee or credit card across the clear transfer tape. 
This removes any air bubbles that may have formed 
and makes the decal cling to the transfer tape.

STEP 2
Clean the area with rubbing alcohol or soap and water. 
*** Do not use Windex. ***
Allow area to dry before application. 
Place the decal in the desired location with a piece of 
masking tape on the top of the decal to hold it in place. 

STEP 3
Slowly peel off the backing layer from the decal. Only 
the vinyl and the clear transfer tape should remain.

STEP 4
Slowly lower the decal and rub it in place with a 
squeegee or credit card. Start at the top middle and 
then the outer edges. Firmly rub the sticker in place 
to make sure there is no air trapped under the decal.  
If this occurs simply use a pin and puncture the 
bubble.

STEP 5
Slowly peel the clear transfer tape off at an angle. Be 
careful not to pull the decal off the surface. If the decal 
pulls away from the surface repeat step 4.
ONLY the vinyl decal should remain.
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Things to know before you apply your decal

o  Temperature effects the decal.
      Do NOT apply in direct sunlight or when surface is hot, 
      as decal may bubble. If this occurs simply use a pin 
      and puncture the bubble.

o  Minimum application temperature above 460 F. is required.

o  If the decal does NOT release from the backing paper, gently 
      buff the decal until it adheres to the transfer tape. Temperature 
     changes can cause this issue.

o  Use of products containing waxes, Rain-X or other silicone 
      polymer additives will prevent your decal from sticking.

o  Once the decal touches the mounting surface it cannot be removed!

o  Some electronics such as phones and computers are coated with          
      nano particles to prevent figure prints. Your decal may NOT
      adhere to these surfaces.

o  If you have any questions or concerns, please contact our 
      customer service via Seller Messages.
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